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MOTIVATIONS	

Calls for: 
 

1.  Embracing diversity of phenomena and methods (work of Bill 
Gartner, Ted Baker, David Audretsch, Friederike Welter 2016 
ETP)  

2.  Contextualizing entrepreneurship as phenomenon, as a 
process, and as a research field (Daniel Hjorth and Chris 
Steyaert; Friederike Welter ETP 2011; Shaker Zahra 2008 JBV;  
Raghu Garud et al. 2014 RP)  

3.  Closing the gap between teaching practice and research 
practice (Heidi Neck, Patricia Greene, and Candida Brush) 
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MOTIVATIONS	

Chris Steyaert in 2007 –  
 
“In my view, the practice-based and relational-materialist 
approaches, which have been the least used in entrepreneurship 
studies, hold the greatest potential for those who conceive of 
entrepreneuring … beyond its current, mostly interpretive, 
social constructionist and pragmatist use.  
 
 
More accurately, the practiced-based and relational-materialist 
perspectives bring the field of entrepreneurship studies away 
from methodological individualism and closer to a social 
ontology of relatedness.” 
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ALLUSIONS	TO	PRACTICE	

Dean Shepherd in his editorial address in 2015 –  
 
“future contributions from entrepreneurial studies will come from 
viewing the entrepreneurial process as one of generating and 
refining potential opportunities through … pattern of activities 
that is dynamic, recursive, and immersed in entrepreneurial 
practice.” 
 
 
Peter Drucker - “Entrepreneurship is neither a science nor an art: 
it is a practice” 
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PRACTICE	THEORY	TRADITIONS	

1.  Historically situated as part of a general “practice turn in 
contemporary theory” (Schatzki, 2001) being realized across 
the social sciences 
•  Sociology, anthropology, organization studies, strategy, 

leadership, sustainable development, education, science 
and technology studies, geography, and media studies.  

2.  Practice theories have historical origins, including insights 
developed by philosophers such as Aristotle, Marx, Heidegger, 
Wittgenstein, Taylor, and Schatzki to sociologists such as 
Bourdieu, Giddens, Garfinkel and Scollon, and cultural 
theorists such as Foucault, Fairclough and Lyotard.  
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TRADITIONS	

3.  As a first step, it is important to note that there is no unified 
theory of practice, rather Davide Nicolini articulates them a 
loose but nevertheless definable movement of thought.  

4.  Ted Schatzki suggests that practice theory’s popularity in the 
social sciences is due to the shared intuition that ‘phenomena 
such as knowledge, meaning, human activity, science, power, 
language, social institutions and human transformation occur 
within and are aspects or components of the field of practices’. 
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TRADITIONS	

5.  Most practice theorists share a flat ontology - the 
awareness that the social world is constituted as a vast array 
of practice performances made durable by being inscribed in 
human bodies and minds, objects and texts, and knotted 
together in such a way that the results of one performance 
have implications for another.  

6.  EAP goes beyond recognizing and describing the mundane 
and often unsung aspects of entrepreneurial life, towards the 
explanation of entrepreneurship matters in terms of 
practices.   

7.  One main attraction of practice theory to entrepreneurship is 
the idea that it offers a renewed perspective on all things 
entrepreneurial by shifting focus upon new ontological 
departure points.  
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FOUNDATIONS	

A practice is a set of ‘doings and sayings’ which are 
hierarchically organized to comprise increasingly 
complex wholes called tasks and projects.  
 
Tasks, such as ‘turning on a computer’, ‘organizing an 
inbox’ and ‘typing on a keyboard’ together make up 
projects, such as ‘writing an email’.  
 
Doings and sayings, tasks and projects hang together 
according to a characteristic and meaningful 
organization called a practice (teaching) 
 
Practices, in other words, are ‘open-ended spatial-
temporal manifolds’ that link together, give meaning and 
organize doings and sayings and tasks and projects, 
thus denote not a generic field of human activity but a 
specific identifiable phenomenon and conceptual (and 
empirical) unit of analysis. 
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FOUNDATIONS	

Bundles 
 
Practices have relations among other practices, forming more 
complex ‘bundles’, which is what makes new ventures identifiable 
and meaningful by both researchers and practitioners.  
 
A new venture, for instance, may constitute the creation, 
reproduction and/or connections between interrelated practices of 
product development, business registration, networking, selling, 
recruitment, and so on.  
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP	AS	PRACTICE	
	

EAP perspective re-envisions entrepreneurship as the seamless 
creation and performance of new bundles made up of an 
interweaving set of practices - although not all having the same 
relevance nor occurring simultaneously. 
 
Thus, as a result of entrepreneurship, new bundles come into 
being and are reproduced which may, intentionally and 
unintentionally, alter, disrupt or support other constellations of pre-
existing bundles that constitute a vast social practice plenum 
typically called fields, industries, sectors, or society. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP	AS	PRACTICE	

Five central tenets of EAP 
 
1.  EAP foregrounds the importance of activity and process in the 

creation and perpetuation of all aspects of entrepreneurship.  
 
‘Open-ended’ is included to draw attention to the notion that 
actions perpetuate and continually extend practice temporally, so 
that they inevitably entail irregularities, conflict and unexpected 
elements. Hence, practice performances cannot be reduced to 
regularity or routine.  

EAP thus leaves theoretical space for initiative and creativity 
through which entrepreneur-practitioners must adapt to new 
circumstances and problems as they perform and weave together 
sets of practices. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP	AS	PRACTICE	

Five central tenets of EAP 
 
2.  EAP brings to the fore the role of the body and material things 

in the creation and perpetuation of practices and bundles. 
 
A new venture, for instance, transpires amid interconnected 
material arrangements of offices, classrooms, auditoriums, 
laboratories, and so on. The dimensions and affordances of 
material spaces shape and are shaped by entrepreneurship 
practices.  
 
‘Historical bodies’, objects, technologies and tools not only play a 
crucial role in the performance and reinvention of practices, but 
also bring into the scene of action the results of other practices, 
thus establishing connections with specific historical conditions.  
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP	AS	PRACTICE	

Five central tenets of EAP 
 
3.  EAP carves out a new specific space for entrepreneurial 

agency. 

In this perspective, entrepreneurs are conceived of as ‘homo-
practicus’ who ‘carry out’ as well as ‘carry’ practices.  
 
EAP views specific individual behavior, doings and sayings, as 
intelligible only as part of a shared pattern of activity constituting a 
practice and its relation to other practices.  
 
Entrepreneur-practitioners do not make decisions based on an 
objective rationality (analysis of probabilities) nor do they follow 
rule-like scripts.  
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP	AS	PRACTICE	

Five central tenets of EAP 
 
3.  EAP carves out a new specific space for entrepreneurial 

agency. 

They act in response to what they think makes sense for them to 
do give their situation, which Schatzki (1996, p. 118) calls ‘action 
intellegibility’.  
 
Practice is central to understanding entrepreneurial behavior 
because practices constitute the horizons of action intelligibility, 
whilst still allowing entrepreneurs to respond to different matters in 
different ways.  
 
It follows that analytical aim of entrepreneurship studies is not to 
generalize based upon the behavior individuals or teams, but on 
the practice through which the horizon of possible intelligible action 
makes itself available to them. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP	AS	PRACTICE	

Five central tenets of EAP 
 
4.  EAP radically transforms our view of knowledge, meaning, and 

discourse in entrepreneurship 

EAP emphasizes the role of practical knowing or knowing-in-action 
in the performance of practices.  
 
Practical knowledge is conceived largely as a form of mastery that 
is expressed in the capacity to carry out a practice.  
 
Entrepreneurship knowledge is thus always a way of knowing-how 
that is shared among others, a set of practical methods acquired 
through learning, inscribed in objects, embodied, and only partially 
articulated in discourse or texts  
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP	AS	PRACTICE	

Five central tenets of EAP 
 
4.  EAP radically transforms our view of knowledge, meaning, and 

discourse in entrepreneurship 

Discursive practices are not seen as ways to represent the world 
as much as ways to intervene and act on it, but occur in 
connection with other practices (no special place for language) 
 
Entrepreneurs as well as scholars continually engage in 
sensemaking to form broad meanings of discursive and non-
discursive practices and bundles made visible by their 
performance, which enacts and recognizes identities, gives the 
material world certain meanings, and privileges certain symbols, 
distribution of goods, and ways of knowing above others. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP	AS	PRACTICE	

Five central tenets of EAP 
 
4.  EAP radically transforms our view of knowledge, meaning, and 

discourse in entrepreneurship 

The task of EAP is not to explain social order on the basis of 
practice but more towards asking why and how entrepreneurship 
practices may come to exhibit overarching regularities across time 
and space, and how the apparent unity of these practices, from 
which discourse derives its power and influence, is achieved and 
maintained in practice. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP	AS	PRACTICE	

Five central tenets of EAP 
 
5.  EAP foregrounds the centrality of power, conflict, and politics 

as constitutive elements of social reality as experienced by 
entrepreneurs 

Practices, in fact, literally put entrepreneurs (and things) in a time-
space, and they give or deny people the power to do things and to 
think of themselves in certain ways. 
 
 As a result, entrepreneurship practices and their temporal and 
spatial ordering (re)produce means-end relationships among and 
between groups which may invite oppression, conflict and 
inequalities. 
 
Entrepreneurship practices are thus always necessarily open to 
contestation and this also keeps them continuously in a state of 
tension and change.  
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TAKING	EAP	SERIOUSLY	

Taking seriously the idea that all social phenomena are function of 
an immense, evolving and irregular mesh of practices, and 
entrepreneurship is constituted by the creation of new bundles of 
practices entails two main revolutions in entrepreneurship 
research:  
 
(1)  that investigations of entrepreneurship be examinations of 

practices  

(2) and that explanations of entrepreneurship and its effects be 
couched in concepts that denote or explicitly capture aspects of 
the practice-bundle-plenum. 

 
Advocates of this ontology should, accordingly, think of 
entrepreneurship not as a function of individuals, groups, 
structures, institutions and/or systems, but as (features and slices 
of) practices.  
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THE	PRACTICE	REVOLUTION	IN	
ENTREPRENEURSHIP	STUDIES	

We advocate for studies to ‘zoom in’  
 
1.  … on practices to study the relations among and changes to 

practical intelligibility, embodied learning, means-ends, 
emotions, materials and technology, and general understanding 
(norms/rules) that organize and make an entrepreneurship 
practice meaningful.  

2.  Such investigations should also include and delimit the 
interdependence upon other closely linked practices in time-
spaces.  

3.  This list is expandable and potentially includes all aspects of 
entrepreneurial life within practices (for example, recognizing 
opportunities, sensemaking, interactions, disagreement, 
knowledge, power, identity, experience). 
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THE	PRACTICE	REVOLUTION	IN	
ENTREPRENEURSHIP	STUDIES	

We advocate for studies to ‘zoom out’  
 
1.  Study the knotting together of practices (their organization) to 

form sustainable bundles, commonly called but not limited to 
new ventures.  

2.  Studying how and with what (un)intended consequences those 
new bundles have for fields of existing practices (sectors, 
industries, or society). 

3.  In particular, examining the way in which new bundles change 
understandings and ways of working, communicating, eating, 
diagnosing, transporting, and so on showcases how 
entrepreneurship practices effect other peoples’ and 
organizations’ practices across time-space.  

4.  Thus, fulfills calls for entrepreneurship scholars to engage and 
examine contemporary social issues, such as wealth inequality, 
de-industrialization, globalization, and environmental 
degradation.  
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THE	PRACTICE	REVOLUTION	IN	
ENTREPRENEURSHIP	STUDIES	

Lastly, 
 
1.  Practices are the sites of the contextual  

2.  Bring students, practitioners and researchers closer together in 
spatial-temporal communities 

3.  Humility in generalization of explanations - its much more 
complicated than assumed, need to delimit exceptions and 
boundaries of explanations 
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EAP	COMMUNITY	

www.entrepreneurshipaspractice.com 
 
•  Special Issue – Entrepreneurship and Regional Development 

(Submission of the full papers by September 15th 2017) 

•  2nd Workshop in Dublin, Feb 2017 

•  EURAM track, June 2017 

•  PDW (hopefully),  Aug 2017 

•  RENT track, Nov 2017 
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